Kickoff for the TOEIC® L & R
Kickoff for the TOEIC® L & R is a preparation and practice course for those who plan to sit the
TOEIC® Listening and Reading test. It has a specific focus on common problem areas, and includes
techniques and test-taking strategies in video format.

Level: CEFR A2 | TOEIC® 250 – 500*
Number of Lessons: 69; 16 Video
Lectures; 4 Practice Tests (Digital)
Lesson Duration: Approx. 30 mins; 60
mins per test

Key Content:
TOEIC test sections - Listening:
Photographs, Question-Response,
Conversations, Short Talks

TOEIC® test sections – Reading:
Incomplete Sentences, Error
Recognition or Text Completion,
Reading Comprehension

*TOEIC® is a registered trademark of the Educational Testing Service (ETS). Kickoff for the TOEIC® L & R is not endorsed or approved by ETS.

About Kickoff

Practical Support

Kickoff for the TOEIC® L & R can be used
flexibly as stand-alone preparation and practice
for the TOEIC® exam, or as a homework
supplement for face-to-face TOEIC® preparation
courses. Students who are willing to study 1.5 –
3 hours each week can expect to increase their
TOEIC® L & R scores by up to 100 points.

Kickoff for the TOEIC® L & R features 16
highly practical video lectures written
by Mr. Hayakawa that outline the test
format in full, and provide strategies and
tips for each test section to build testtaking confidence. Each lecture lasts for
approximately 2 minutes and provides
a useful study tool and reference for
students.

The course has been written and developed
by Mr. Koji Hayakawa, a recognised expert in
TOEIC® test measures, and is delivered in an
easy-to-understand review and practice format
for maximum score gain.
The key sections of the TOEIC® L & R test are
presented in an order that progresses from
easy to more difficult to help students build
their knowledge.
Each lesson begins with a Test Skills Focus
section to introduce the skill that will be
practised. This is followed by a presentation
and practice of the language needed, and
further test practice exercises. The lesson
concludes with a short test to assess the
student’s understanding and progress.

Four simulation tests are also included.
Each test is half the length of the official
TOEIC® Listening and Reading test, but
otherwise faithfully replicates its structure.
The tests familiarize students with the testtaking experience. They can be used as
a benchmark to identify weak areas early
on, or for score comparison at the end of
the course.
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Kickoff for the TOEIC® features:

•

Easy-to-follow preparation and practice
lessons that mirror the question and
format types that will appear the TOEIC®
Listening and Reading test.

•

Material that has been written and
developed by Mr. Koji Hayakawa,
a recognised expert in TOEIC® test
measures and TOEIC® preparation.

•

Short, tutorial-type videos that focus
on the test format and strategies for
approaching each section of the test.

•

Four simulation tests that can be taken
at any stage with randomized question
order and access to past scores for
comparisons.

•

An end-of-course certificate on
completion of the program.

Lesson Flow
Lessons follow a systematic cycle, and are broken down into short modules. Students can
begin a lesson, take a break and simply pick up where they left off.
An end-of-lesson test helps consolidate the language learned and provides an immediate
benchmark of progress made.

Language Focus sections include clear
summaries and usage examples for students
to review before they begin their practice.

Key vocabulary items that students will use
in the practice sections are pre-taught using
visual support to aid understanding.

Test practice sections follow the question
and format types that will appear on the
TOEIC® Listening and Reading test.

Students receive full explanations of answers
so they can understand why a particular
question was right or wrong.
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